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““Not all of us can do great things. But we can do small things with great love.”      

                                                                                                       – Mother Teresa

 

When the Weekday School started its Works of Love and Service program in

late 2018 little did Deborah Kirkman know just how much her little disciples

would embrace and love the act of serving.

 

“We have been overwhelmed by the Christ-like way they have been so joyful

about giving to others,” shares Deborah, FUMC’s Director of the Weekday

School.  “They have such a servant’s heart.”

 

Deborah and her staff introduced the program in October by observing World

Food Day with a food drive for her small students. After collecting food to be

donated to the hungry through Interfaith Assistance Ministries, the children

placed their offerings on a Prayer Walk Labyrinth which had been laid out on

the floor of the school. A prayer labyrinth is a labyrinth used to facilitate prayer,

meditation, spiritual transformation, and/or global unity.

 

“We all cried,” said Deborah. “We were so moved by the children’s compassion,

by how they understood what it meant to help the hungry.”

 

 



With winter settling in, November brought the

children the opportunity to serve those in our

community that are homebound and unable

to venture out. They created baskets filled with

thoughtful items such as Kleenex, socks,

puzzle books, pens, and notebooks which were

then delivered to those in need through

FUMC’s Homebound Ministry.

 

“The idea of people not being well, not being

able to leave their homes was a big concept

for the kids to get,” Deborah said. “Just like it

was a big lesson to understand about going to

bed hungry, being introduced to the idea that

people can’t leave their homes made a big

impression. And they embraced it with such a

joyful spirit.”

 

December and the holiday season were the

perfect backdrop to nurture the student’s love

for service. Each child was given a list of 25

acts of kindness and was asked, along with

their families, to bring back stories of how they

showed kindness. They came back with things

the staff had never thought about, like moving

a chair in a restaurant for someone who has

mobility issues to caring for animals to being

kind to a sibling.

 

“Empathy has to be encouraged, compassion

taught,” Deborah explained.

 

The Weekday School continues its Works of

Love and Service program into 2019, growing

young servant hearts and impacting a

community by changing lives and making

disciples daily.

 

Stay tuned for more – next up learn about how

mittens, gloves, and hats warmed not just

hands and heads but hearts as well.
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